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Abst ract - - In  this note, we prove uniqueness ofthose solutions of the generalized heat conduction 
equation that increase as an exponential of the square of the distance from the origin. Continuous 
dependence r sults with respect o initial data and supply terms are also proved. The results are 
obtained with the help of the weighted energy method. We also prove uniqueness ofthe solutions of 
the backward in time problem. This second result is obtained by means of the weighted Lagrange 
identities method. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The usual heat conduction theory based on the Fourier law aUows the phenomena o f  "infinite 
ditfusion velocity" that is not weU accepted from a physical point of view. The articles of Dreyer 
and Struchtrup [1] and Caviglia et al. [2] provide an extensive survey of work on experiments 
involving the propagation of heat as a thermal wave. They report instances where the second 
sound phenomena have been observed in several kinds of materials. These kinds of facts have 
launched a great deal of activity in the field of heat propagation. Extensive reviews on the second 
sound theories can be found in the works of Chandrasekharaiah [3], Hetnarski and Ignazack [4], 
and in the books of Jou et aI. [5], and Muller and Ruggeri [6]. From a mathematical point of 
view, they involve new interesting problems about uniqueness and continuous dependence. One 
of the models proposed to describe the evolution of the temperature isk nown as g«neralized 
heat conduction. Many results concerning this theory have been obtained by Payne and several 
coworkers [7-9], Quintanilla [10], and Franchi and Straughan [11]. This paper is devoted to 
studying uniqueness of sorutions in the case of unbounded omains for the forward in time and 
backward in time problems. When we consider the forward in time problem , we study the case 
where the solutions increase as the exponeatial of the squaxe of the distance from the origin. 
For the backward in time problem, we study the case where the solutions may increase as the 
exponential of the distance from the origin. 
This research ispart of the project "Aspectos Matem~ticos enlas Teor~as Termomecänicas Generalizadas » (BFM 
2000-0809). 
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It is worth remarking that results of the kind we present for the forward in time pro~ have 
been pròv~l in the case of the usual heat equation (see [12]), with the help of the three-curves 
theorem. Here~ we follow the method used in [13, p. 26]. The main tool to obtain out uniqueness 
result is the use of the weighted energy method. It is worth recalling the work of Russo [14] 
concerning related parabolic problems. 
The method we use for the backward in time problem was proposed by Galdi et al. [15] in 
the context of the linear elasticity. In the book of Ames and Straughan [13], the same method is 
used to prove the uniqueness ofthe solutions for the backward in time problem of the usual heat 
conduction. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
We will use the summation and differentiation conventions. Summation over repeated indices 
is assumed and the differentiation with respect he direction xk is denoted by , k. Letters in 
boldface stand for vectors. The derivative with respect o the time is denoted by, t. 
In this note, we consider the isotropic and homogeneous case of the generalized heat conduction. 
We assume that B is an exterior egion in the three-dimensional Euclidean space. 
An initial boundary problem for the generalized heat equation can be determined by the 
equation (see [7, p. 234]) 
au,u + bu,t =cAu + Au,t + f(x, t), (2.1) 
in an unbounded domain B with the initial conditions 
ù(x,0) = uo(x), -Ax,0) = vo(x), (2.2) 
the boundary conditions 
u = Ub(X), x E OB, (2.3) 
and the asymptotic condition 
lu,t, u,r, U,trl < exp (kr2), 
for some k > 0, where r = (x~xi) 1/2. We assume that the initial eonditions and the funetion ] 
satisfy the asymptotic condition. 
It is worth remarking that the heat equation of the model proposed by Green and Nagdhi [16], 
and labeled as thermoelasticity of Type III, can be seen as a particular ease of equation (2.1) 
(b = 0). It also arises in the study of the antiplane deformations of linear viseoelastic materials 
of rate type (see [17, p. 77]) or viscoelastic fluids (see [18]). It also governs ound propagation in 
viscous gases as reported in [19]. Thus, our results will also apply to these mechanical problems. 
3. FORWARD 
In this section, we prove uniqueness of 
generalized heat conduction. To study our 
1 
F(~) = ~ fBexp ( 
IN T IME PROBLEM 
the solutions of the forward in time problem of the 
problem, we introduce the function 
where 3 = a- l ,  A = 3(8k) -1 > 0, which is considered in the interwl 0 < t < aA~2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ler u be a solution of the problem determined by equation (2.1), the initial condi- 
tion.s, the boundary conditions, and the asymptotic condition (2.2)-(2.4). Then, the fimction F(t) 
satisfies the following ordinary differential inequality: 
< 2(ac - b) F(t) + ~~_F(t)W2H(t)l/2 ' (3.2) ä__F_ F 
dt - a Va  
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where 
r 2 H(t) =/Bexp ( A--2B,)f2(x,t)dv. (3.3) 
PROOF. A direct differentiation gives 
where 
I1 = /B exp (- 
/2= 
dF 
d-T = I1 +/2 + I3, (3.4) 
and 
A r2"213t ) (au,,u,u - cu,,/Xu) dv, 
Z fBr2exp ( (au,2 + c[Vul2) dr, (A -~/3t)2 Ar2--2ßi) 
/3 = (A -2Ôt) exp 
From (2.1), we see that 
A:2Ôt )u , t  vu'xdv" 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
au,tu,u - cu,eAu = u,t/ku,t - bu2,t + u,tf(x, t). (3.8) 
In view of the divergence theorem, boundary and asymptotic conditions, it foUows 
I1 = J1 + J2, (3.9) 
r 2 Jl=/sexp(-A-_'2jt)(-'Vu,,]'-bu2.t+u,J(x,Q)dv, (3.10) 
The use of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality implies that 
~C 
I3 <- (A_2~t)2 fsexp(  - - -  
1/~( 
,/2 -< (A_2/3t) 2 exp 
r 2 
r2u  2 Ar-2B,).dv+/B ex, (- A r~~ßt )  ,Vu.,'dv. (3.13) 
Equalities and estimates (3.4)-(3.7), (3.9)-(3.13) and the Holder inequality imply (3.2). 
An integration i  estimate (3.2) allows us to obtain the inequality 
Gronwall's inequality aUows us to obtain the foUowing. 
THEOREM 3.1. Ler u be a solution of the problem determined by equa~ion (2.1), initial con- 
ditions, boundary conditions, and asymptotic conäition (2.2)-(2.4). Then, the function F(t) 
satisfies the £ollowing estimate: 
[ ~Jo ~ ] l~ l  F(t) I/~ < F(0) x/2 + H1/2(s) ds exp t. (3.15) 
and 
where 
2 r 2 \ 
--"Ôt / u,tVu,t.xdv. (3.11) J2 = (A_ 2~t) fBexp ( A 
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Theorem 3.1 is a result of continuous dependence with respect o supply terms and initial 
conditions. It is worth noting that it is only valid for a finite interval of time. 
Now, we deduce our uniqueness result when the boundary conditions are of the form 
u = uv(x, t), on OB × {t >_ o}. (3.16) 
THEOREM 3.2. Ler ui, u2 be two solutions of the problem determined by equation (2.1), initial 
conditions (2.2), boundary conditions (3.16), and such that their difference satisfies asymptotic 
condition (2.4). Then, ul = u2. 
PROOF. If ul, u2 are two solutions of the same initial boundary value problem, their difference 
u = u i -  u2 is a solution of the homogeneous version of equation (2.1) (f  = 0) with homogeneous 
initial and boundary conditions. It impties that u = 0 for t < aA~2. This argument may be 
extended to establish uniqueness ofthe solutions on an arbitrary large interval. We may consider 
the sequence of intervals [0, T], [T, 2T] , . . ,  [nT, (n + 1)T], where T = (Sk)-ia. 
A natural question is to ask if the uniqueness falls when the solutions grow in a quicker way 
than (2.4). In the parabolic ase, there exist counterexamples. For instance, we may consider 
the example of Tychonoff that is recalled in the book by John [20, pp. 211-212]: 
k--0 (2k). dr 
where g(t) = exp[-t -«] for t > 0, g(t) = O, for t _< 0 and a > 1. This function satisfies the heat 
equation when B is the real line with u(x,O) = u,t(x,O) = 0 for every x. Thus, it is natural to 
suspect a similar fact in our case. When a = b/c, the example of Tychonoff for the usual heat 
equation is also a solution of equation (2.1) with null initial conditions. Thus, the uniqueness of
the solutions falls at least in this particular case. 
4. BACKWARD IN  T IME EQUATION 
This section is devoted to obtaining a uniqueness result for the backward in time version 
of equation (2.1). Hefe the supply term is not considered. Thus, we will study the problem 
determined by the equation 
au,tt -- bu,t = CAU -- AU,t, (4.1) 
in an unbounded domain B with the initial conditions (2.2) and boundary conditions (3.16). We 
consider the asymptotic condition 
lu,t, U,r, U,trl < exp(kr), (4.2) 
for some k > 0. In addition, we also require 
l~nk2f2tfs k-~o Jo exp(-kr)lVü(s)] 2 dv ds = O. (4.3) 
This condition has been considered by Galdi and Rionero in several works (see, for instance, 
[21-23]). They gave sufficient conditions guaranteeing that (4.3) holds. For instaace, they showed 
that whenever IVül 2 is asymptotically as r -1/2-«, where e is a positive constant arbitrarily small, 
then (4.3) holds. 
In order to prove uniqueness, it is suflicient to prove that the null solution is the only solution 
when the initial and boundary conditions are homogeneous. Thus, from now on, we consider null 
initial and boundary conditions. 
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The analysis tarts by considering the equality 
Bt  ./R exp(-kr) (aü(2t - s)ü(s) - Vü(2t - s)Vü(s) - bü(2t - s)ü(s) 
f 
+cVu(2t - s)Vü(s)) dv ds= k exp(-kr)  
x ( -Vü(2t - s)ü(s) + cVu(2t - s)ü(s)) dvds. 
A similar procedure yields 
fo t .In exp(-kr) (aü(s)ü(2t - s) - Vü(s)Vü(2t - s) - bit(s)ü(2t - s) 
f 
+cVu(s )Vü(2t -s ) )dvds=kfot fsXexp( -k r )  
× (-Vü(s)ü(et - s) + cVu(s)ü(2t - s)) avds. 
If we recall that 
(4.4) 
(4.s) 
d 
~(2t - s) = -~u(2t  - s), 
we obtain the equality 
i t . Iù  d («~(s )h(2t -s )+cW(s)W(2t  s)) dvds - ~8 (exp(-kr) 
= k - exp( -kr )  ( -Va(2t  - s)a(s) - Va(s)a(2t - 8) + eVu(2t - s)ü(s) 
r 
+cVu(2t  - s)a(s) + cVu(s)a(2t - s)) dv &. 
Since the initial conditions are zero, we obtain 
B(exp(-kr) (aü(t)it(t) + cVu(t)Vu(t)) dv 
Bt / s  x (4.7) 
---- k r exp(-kr)  ( -Vü(2t - s)ü(s) - Vü(s)ü(2t - s) 
+cVu(2t - s)ü(s) + cVu(s)ü(2t - s)) dv ds. 
Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the right-hand side of (4.7), we see that 
G(t) <_ cl (a, c, k) G(s) ds + k2Q(t). (4.8) 
G(t) = Iß exp(-kr) (aü(t)ü(t) + clVu(e)l 2) dr, 
Here 
2t  • 2 Q(t)=fo /Bexp(-kr)[Vu(s)[ dvds, 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
and Cl is a positive constant which is easily computable in terms of a, c, and k. After a quadrature, 
we have the estimate 
G(s)ds«<-CIJo Jo a( r )drds+k2 Q(s)ds<_2tcl G(s)ds+2tk2Q(t), (4.11) 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that the functions are increasing. 
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We may select sufficiently small to guarantee that 1 - 2tcl > 0. Thus, we see that 
f/t (1 - 2tcl) G(s) ds <: 2tk2Q(t), (4.12) 
For all R > 0, we have that 
(1-  2tcl)exp(-kR) fo 2t Iß(R)(aü(t)ü(t)+ c,Vu(t), 2) «v«s <_ 2tk2Q(t). (4.13) 
where B(R) denotes the set of points in B that a rea  distance less than or equal to R from the 
origin. If we recall condition (4.3), it follows that 
jo2t /s  cIVu(t)l 2) dvds = O, (4.14) + 
(R) 
for all R > 0. Taking the limit as R goes to infinity, we deduce that the solution is zero in B for 
all t sufliciently smaU. Thus, we have proved the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Ler Ul, U2 be two solutions of the problem determ/ned by equation (4.1), initial 
condRions (2.2), boundary conditions (3.16), and such that their difference satis~es asymptotic 
condition (4.2),(4.3). Then, ul = u2. 
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